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Introduction

Water studies are widespread globally, and the methods are various kinds of technology. Some researchers study soft X-ray emission

spectrometer [1], neutron diffraction [2], Raman scattering spectroscopy [3], Fourier transfer infrared spectra (FTIR) [4]. Those studies are mostly on H2O or any substance’s compound with water. The contents are a structure like an angle of the O-H bond in the water

molecule. Some interesting issues include hydrogen cation [5], Rydberg, and valence-shell character in H2 [6].

On the other hand, they report the theoretical approaches using Ab initio calculations of the hydrogen bond [7] and density-func-

tional theory exchange-correlation functions for hydrogen bonds in small water clusters [8]. We regard that the elucidation of macroscopic phenomena is essential from the viewpoints point of those theoretical approaches. We always put this stance on the excellent
matching with theory and a piece of evidence in daily life when we treat water. Here we introduce techniques to research the water,

although the detailed results of experiments have been published. Therefore, I will abbreviate some of them except for typical data
with those instruments and principles.

Methods

We analyzed the water to the relaxation time (T2) and free induction decay (FID) in H-NMR (R-90H, Hitachi Co. Ltd.). We compare

the values of T2 (relaxation time) and FID (free induction decay) with those of the tap water, which is normal because we use the city

water. And then, we estimate its smallness of it indirectly. The nature of the SIGN water is assumed to have characteristics in a pico-size
(10-12 m). Moreover, we use Terahertz Time-Domain Spectroscopy (THz-TDS, Tochigi Nikon Co. Ltd.)and the Fourier-Transform Infra-

red spectroscopy (FT-IR 6000, JASCO) to confirm the transmittance of the terahertz wave (region of 0.6 to 20 THz) through the water

since ordinary water usually absorbs the THz wave. Furthermore, we employ ORP (Oxidation Reduction Potential, Mother Tool, PH230SD) to judge the reduction grade compared with tap water. Finally, we use ICP-AES (element analysis---SPS3000, Hitachi Co. Ltd.).

Results and discussion

We presume that the water is the status of the extended particle, infoton <H+~e->, which Sugihara named [9]. The particle forms after

dissociating the hydrogen bonds among some water molecules pressurized under more than 100MPa. Namely, they are not an atom
of hydrogen nor separated ions such as H+ and e- oscillating between them. We explain the particle’s quantum state by the computer

simulation using the DV-Xα method-- Discrete Variational-Xα method [10]. Microscopically, the infoton possesses the properties of
both electromagnetic waves to emit far-infrared through terahertz and elementary particle-like. The particle can function the transmutation in nuclear physics besides reducing chemistry due to possessing the characteristics of electromagnetic waves.
H-NMR measurement

Firstly, it relates to the H-NMR method in which they reported the structure of water induced by specific ceramics treatment [11].
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sential information implying the resonance of hydrogen in water. We can understand the difference between the SIGN water from tap
water as described in Fig. 1. T2 indicates the time to the subsequent collision from a collision between the particles, in which longer

time means smaller particles as compared in the same volume. Furthermore, a smaller FID value indicates a smaller particle of SIGN
water because of the shorter time for which one particle resonates with standard hydrogen in H-NMR due to faster rotation.

FT-IR measurement

Figure 1: NMR spectra of usual water and SIGN water Upper; Free Induction Decay (abscissa; second).
(FID). Lower; Relaxation time (abscissa; ppm). T2
is calculated from the equation.

The following spectra describe the transmittance of an electromagnetic wave in the region of THz in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Vertical: transmittance. Abscissa: THz
(0~20). Green shows SIGN water, and red shows tap
water. SIGN water is more transparent than tap water.
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Figure 3: Transmittance (0~100 %) in the vertical axis and the region of THz in abscissa from 0.5
to 20 THz. The left graph shows tap water. Right graph; SIGN water fabricated under 100MPa.

Kumar et al. report hydrogen bonding in liquid water [12], in which they calculate the potential energy in water molecules by

simulation. They discussed the orbital occupancies from the O-H and others’ distances and angles. They concluded three H bonds per

molecule which are stronger than others without any applications, and there is a similar report on the length and angle of O-H bonds

[13]. The other study was related to photocatalyst to obtain hydrogen from water, using the solution of gallium and zinc nitrogen oxide,
(Ga1-xZn) (N1-xOx) under visible light, 300~400nm [14], which is a one of photosynthesis.

Oxidation-Reduction Potential measurement

Many researchers reported oxidation-reduction potential covered by more expansive fields, so we abbreviate the citation, although

here is a little different nuance.

Moving on to the oxidation-reduction potential [15], which means the grade is releasing (oxidized easier) or receiving (reductive easier) an electron from a substance. The following is the essential oxidation and reduction equation;
2H+ + 2e- ⇔ H2

Here is the Nernst equation for the explanation of oxidation-reduction potential;
E0; standard hydrogen electrode (V), R; gas constant (=8.3144JK-1 mol-1), T = Kelvin, F; Faraday constant (=9.64853×104 C mol-1, aH+;

hydrogen activity, pH2; hydrogen partial pressure (Pa) and p0; standard hydrogen pressure (=101.3×103 Pa) [16].

A numerator indicates the oxidized state, and a denominator shows the reductive form. Therefore, a minor E means the reductive

state. One example suggests in Fig. 4.

The activated LED addresses the same function as SIGN water.
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Conclusion

Figure 4: Reduction progresses for ten days when the activated LED illuminates tap water.

We elucidated how we can judge the status of water after the dissociation of hydrogen bonds and what differences exist compared

with tap water. We introduced three methods of H-NMR, FT-IR, and oxidation-reduction potential. According to these methods, we

can notice that the tap water changes by SIGN water and the light (activated LED) treated with SIGN water. The macroscopic pieces of
evidence in daily life were cited in the references if necessary.
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